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Persuade® Curv Comfort Height®
With sleek symmetry, this two-piece Persuade Curv toilet adds style to the
bathroom without sacrificing comfort or water savings. An innovative nested trip
lever offers the choice of 1.0 or 1.6 gallons per flush; the dual-flush lever is
located on the side of the tank like a traditional toilet, leaving the top free for
storage. The high-efficiency 1.0-gallon flush setting reduces water use by more
than 30 percent over 1.6-gallon toilets, which adds up to potential water
savings of more than 5,000 gallons per toilet, per year. The skirted trapway
installs to the floor flange and attaches to the toilet, eliminating the need to drill
holes while offering the same secure installation as non-skirted toilets.

FEATURES
- Two-piece toilet.
75790-0 Persuade® Curv Comfort Height® Two-piece elongated dual-flush
chair height toilet

- Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort.
- Comfort Height® feature offers chair-height seating that makes sitting
down and standing up easier for most adults.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Left-hand nested trip lever (K-9237) offers a choice of 1.0 or 1.6
gallons per flush (gpf).
MATERIAL

White
(0)

Almond
(47)

Black Black Ice(TM) Grey
(7)
(95)

Biscuit
(96)

Dune
(NY)

- Materials not available

$ 545.00 + GST
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Brevia Quiet-Close
Engineered to ensure a proper fit on one- and two-piece toilets, this Brevia seat
complements a wide variety of elongated toilet designs. This soft-close toilet
seat features innovative technology that prevents noisy slamming. Unique
Grip-Tight bumpers hold the seat firmly in place and prevent shifting.

FEATURES
- Quiet-CloseT prevents slamming by slowly bringing the toilet seat and
lid to a gentle close.

20110-0 Brevia(TM) Quiet-Close(TM) elongated toilet seat

- Grip-Tight bumpers hold seat firmly in place.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Quick-Attach® hardware for fast and secure installation.
- Color-matched plastic hinges.
MATERIAL

White
(0)

- Plastic.
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Biscuit
(96)

WC Promotion

FEATURES
- Two-piece toilet.
- Round-front bowl offers an ideal solution for smaller baths and powder
rooms.

402311-0 ValtonT two-piece round-front 1.28 gpf toilet with Pro
Force® Plus flushing technology and left-hand trip lever, seat not
included

- 1.28 gallons per flush (gpf).

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Color-matched left-hand white trip lever included.
MATERIAL
White
(0)

- Materials not available

$ 279.50 + GST
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Brevia Quick-Release
Engineered to ensure a proper fit on one- and two-piece toilets, this Brevia seat
complements a wide variety of round-front toilet designs. Sturdy plastic
construction resists staining, chipping, and fading, while the ergonomically
contoured seat enhances comfort. This seat features innovative technology
that simplifies both cleaning and installation.

FEATURES
- Quick-ReleaseT hinges allow seat to be unlatched from toilet for easy
removal and convenient cleaning; no tools required.

4775-0 Brevia(TM) with Quick-Release(TM) Hinges round-front
toilet seat

- Quick-Attach® hardware for fast and secure installation.

COLOR/FINISH OPTIONS

- Color-matched plastic hinges.
- Grip-Tight bumpers hold seat firmly in place.
MATERIAL

White
(0)

- Plastic.
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Almond
(47)

Biscuit
(96)

